
STORAGE AS A SERVICE

A FAST, EFFICIENT WAY TO INCREASE 
STORAGE CAPACITY

Taking on storage is a complex endeavor. Purchasing, staging, 

configuration and supporting storage hardware are all part of the 

process, and depending on the volume of data and retention 

requirements, it can be expensive. Public cloud storage options are 

sometimes worth considering, but retrieval charges often 

accompany them, and not all businesses feel comfortable relying 

on cloud storage. 

Data is the lifeblood of your business, and digitalization is ensuring 

that data volumes continue to multiply exponentially. Your IT 

organization deserves an efficient, cost-effective method to 

augment storage capacity. Partnering with a data center expert 

who can deliver elastic data storage capacity and management 

capabilities multiplies the forces of your IT team and reduces 

expenses.

DataBank Storage as a Service provides quick turnaround of 

secure, resilient, redundant, and encrypted storage for DataBank 

colocation customers. The solution physically resides in existing 

colocation facilities, ensuring security and compliance.

STORAGE AS A SERVICE WITH SECURITY, RESILIENCY 

AND REDUNDANCY BUILT IN

DataBank Storage as a Service is a storage solution that provides 

encrypted storage for colocation customers with security, resiliency 

and redundancy built in. Storage as a Service is accessible via 

physical cross-connect in DataBank data center locations, which 

eliminates costly retrieval charges and any potential concerns 

decision makers may have with public cloud storage options. This 

solution is an excellent fit for colocation customers who require 

additional storage capacity and a fast, efficient way to increase it.

DataBank Storage as a Service removes the financial burdens of 

expanding storage clusters and enhances security and compliance. 

Running out of local SAN space, fielding the costs of purchasing 

new SAN and leaning on IT analysts to manage storage are 

obstacles of the past.

• Reduce CAPEX and OPEX  by 

eliminating the need to purchase and 

manage additional SAN

• Opt for a consumption-based pricing 

model to maximize efficiency

• Ensure security and compliance by 

relying on a storage solution located 

in existing colocation facilities

SAN on demand: 

multi-tier storage 

options, from high 

performance to 

long-term archival

Cost effective and 

efficient solution 

to storage space

2-3 day SLA Save CAPEX and 

rapid deployment

Fully supported 

and managed 

service

Save OPEX with 

no need to hire 

someone to run it

Off-site 

encryption and 

replication

Physical and virtual 

security reduces 

risk (HIPAA, PCI)

DATABANK STORAGE AS A 
SERVICE SOLUTION DETAILS

For more information, contact 

your sales or account rep today.

1.800.840.7533

sales@datababank.com


